
Abetter  

Impression Evidence

ı ı ı Seek and Find
With the help of your pattern database, you start your search for hits between 
traces and reference patterns. Using complex queries, relevant pattern are 
located and the comparison of pattern can take place. Thereby, patterns are 
characterized by categories and characteristics analogical to the “Johannist-
haler Katalog”.

ı ı ı Illustrative
With a high-performance picture browser, patterns can be visualized and par-
ticular shoe prints, skid marks as well as glove prints can be compared with  
reference patterns. On this base, you can easily identify pattern correlations.

ı ı ı Established and Approved
Data security, consistent documentation and a complete audit trail of all  
activities take the strict demands on working with evidence into account. 
Abetter Impression Evidence has been developed in cooperation with the 
State Office of Criminal Investigation in Lower Saxony and is successfully in 
use there ever since.

Leave an Impression.

Abetter Impression Evidence is an evaluation and management software to analyze shoe prints, skid 
marks and glove prints for an efficient use of time and staff. It includes the creation of an imprint da-
tabase and the characterization of pattern in order to enable complex search queries and forming of 
pattern correlations.

Increases the efficiency of your working processes

More efficient use by extensive research

Individual indexing for fast identification

Your expert tool for your daily tasks
Learn more about

Abetter Impression Evidence:



www.qualitype.de

Qualitype GmbH | Moritzburger Weg 67 | 01109 Dresden | Germany 
Phone +49 (0) 351 8838 2800 | Fax +49 (0) 351 8838 2809 | sales@qualitype.de
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All-in-One

ı ı ı Simplify Your Entire Workflow

1  Create a Pattern Database
The key element of Abetter Impression Evidence is a pattern database where-
in all reference patterns can be stored and managed. Thereby a dataset con-
sists of general information about shoes, tires or gloves as well as their de-
tailed description via predefined attributes. Pictures can be added optionally. 

2  Characterize Patterns
Based on the principle of indexing, trace patterns can be classified via a  
description of characteristics. All features for pattern classification are freely 
configurable and can be arranged hierarchically.

3  Seek and Find
A variety of filter options enable complex queries. You can link search options 
using logical operators (AND, OR, XOR, NOT) and nesting your search terms 
to any depth. Furthermore, you can apply filters for sorting your search hits.

4  View and Compare
After narrowing down the relevant patterns, screening of patterns is the key 
for a successful pattern analysis. With a high-performance picture browser 
patterns can be visualized and compared.

5  Create Pattern Correlations
If a reference pattern is in concordance with a crime scene pattern, both 
can be linked as a pattern correlation for a final identification of crime scene  
pattern.

ı ı ı More Information 
www.AbetterForensicSolution.de

Your Benefit

   Multi User Version via client-server system with a shared database,  
    designed for as many users as you demand
   User-friendly Interface that makes easy to learn, efficient to work and  

    satisfying to use the software
   Extensive Services by Qualitype GmbH such as support, training and  

    customizations

Picture browser

ı ı ı More Security
Dealing with evidence demands to operate in a careful manner. Therefore, a 
chronologic documentation of custody, transfer, analysis and disposition of 
evidence available as an audit trail is most crucial. To guarantee full data se-
curity an integrated right concept enables to create user groups with different 
access rights such as reading, editing and deletion.

ı ı ı A Fitting Module for Every Field
For best communication with other departments, Abetter Impression Evi-
dence can be combined with the cross-departmental case management sys-
tem Abetter Case Management. Additionally also other specific evaluation 
modules such as for lab management, evaluation of fingerprints as well as 
management of DNA database hits can be linked with the case management 
system.


